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Rick Riordan (www.enganchecubano.com) is the author of the New York Times #1 best-selling The Lost Hero and The
Son of Neptune, the first two books in The Heroes of Olympus series.

Searching for streaming and purchasing options Common Sense is a nonprofit organization. Your purchase
helps us remain independent and ad-free. Get it now on Searching for streaming and purchasing options A lot
or a little? Educational Value Something new to the world of Percy Jackson, which normally deals with Greek
gods and their demigod children: Percy meets up with a Roman camp in California where gods are called by
their Roman names and demigods live like Roman soldiers. Plus a quest takes Percy, Hazel, and Frank from
Northern California to Alaska with accurate details about various places like the food carts in Portland ,
making a map and some pushpins a fun way to follow along. Positive Messages Certain themes resonate
throughout the series, such as friendship, loyalty, and trust. And that people with diverse backgrounds need to
learn to work together to defeat a common evil. Believing in yourself, facing your greatest fears, and rising to
meet extreme challenges are also important -- this is a series about heroes, after all. Specific to this book in the
series is coping with loss and letting go of guilt about the past. Hazel is very guilt-ridden about her past but
finds her strength and bravery. Frank is very unsure of himself but slowly grows into a leader and embraces
his gifts. Both are worried about being outsiders in a camp of Romans but are still embraced for their heroic
deeds. Violence Two main characters are constantly reminded that death could claim them at any time. There
are many mentions of the Underworld and souls being judged and facing punishment, including one of the
main characters; other fearsome creatures come back from the dead or are raised from the dead. A house is
ambushed and burned to the ground, and a train is derailed by monsters. Sex One romantic kiss and some mild
flirting. Demigods in danger shout, "gods! What parents need to know Parents need to know that this is the
second book in a spin-off series to the very popular Percy Jackson books. Two heroes traveling with Percy on
his quest are constantly reminded that death could claim them at any time; one is also dealing with the recent
loss of his soldier mother. Stay up to date on new reviews. Get full reviews, ratings, and advice delivered
weekly to your inbox.
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The Son of Neptune is a fantasy-adventure novel written by American author Rick Riordan, based on Greek and Roman
www.enganchecubano.com is the second book in The Heroes of Olympus series, preceded by The Lost Hero and
followed by The Mark of Athena.

Interesting at some points I like your story, but that is just a suggestion. Oh and try to make the chapters
longer, but less frequent, as that would make it more interesting!!!!!! We also have another sister in New
Zealand whose real name is Lilliana. You should find both of them but Max first. I want to find Annabeth. I
had five months to find Max and I really wanted to find Annabeth. I needed some sleep. In my dream I saw a
blond hair girl, boy, and two other guys. That was Annabeth and Butch. Then the other two must have been
Jason and Max. They were all together but they were tied together on a stick. That is where I would find them.
I had five months to find them but I would have to tell this camp and the Roman one. Piper I was really
starting to miss Jason now. I had his girlfriend here and he was gone. Anyway he hung out with Reyna way
longer than me and she was probably better for him Everyone in the camp was helping out. We had ten
campers in the Hepheatus cabin. We got two twins in the Apollo cabin, one daughter in the Demeter cabin,
three kids in the Ares, Hermes, Aphrodite, and Athena cabin. Which was a lot for the past month in the winter.
I also got a crush on one of the new girls in the Hecate cabin. Her name is Alley and she is beautiful. Long
brown hair and brown eyes with her own wand I created as a birthday present for her with I think the help of
her mother or Aphrodite cause it looked wonderful with a golden ribbon engraved in it. I always thought of
her. I love when she was next to me when I am working on the ship. I wondered if she really liked me Nico I
got to be with Bianca again. I was so glad. I took her to my cabin but she was still sleeping. A white dress and
black eyes like I saw her last. It was hard to believe she was laying in the cabin I designed myself. She was on
a bed with solid black sheets and on my favorite pillow. I was glad she was back. Bianca started to move. My
sister was waking up
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The Heroes of Olympus series: THE LOST HERO THE SON OF NEPTUNE The Kane Chronicles series: THE RED
PYRAMID THE THRONE OF FIRE www.enganchecubano.com

The Son of Neptune He is highly feared at Camp Jupiter as well as by all Roman demigods in general, and his
children are considered bad luck and dangerous to have around. Unlike most of the other major gods, he only
has a shed as a temple on Temple Hill , with a cobweb covered trident nailed above the door, and three dried
up, moldy apples left inside as an offering. Part of the reason Camp Jupiter considers his children bad luck is
because of an event in , when his descendant, Shen Lun , was thought to make a big earthquake and was
banished from the camp. Jason said that he would feel better if he saw a statue of any god other than Neptune.
Later, the statue suddenly shoots some rope from its hand and ties up Jason. Luckily, he manages to escape.
Kymopoleia declares that the Romans never worshiped her and that for them she was only a sign of the
greatest anger of Neptune. He can withstand any amount of water pressure. He can generate water from his
body. He can use sea waves as a form of teleportation. He can breath underwater. He can communicate with
sea creatures. As the god of Storms, he has absolute control over the weather. Neptune is also known as the
god of storms since he controls the weather over the seas. He can create thunderstorms and hurricanes.
However, he can also create clear skies for sailors if he wants. As god of the seas, it is unknown how far this
power may extend over land. Trivia Neptune is the eighth and farthest planet from the Sun in the Solar
System. It was named after the god, as its deep blue gas clouds gave the earliest astronomers the impression of
great oceans and seas, the domain of Neptune. Once he found he could not attack the sea, he had it whipped.
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The Son of Neptune In The Lost Hero, three demigods named Jason, Piper, and Leo made their first visit to Camp
Half-Blood, where they inherited a blood-chilling quest: Seven half-bloods shall answer the call.

Greeks[ edit ] Perseus "Percy" Jackson: The year-old son of Poseidon from Camp Half-Blood, Percy was the
narrator and main protagonist of the preceding series [Percy Jackson and the Olympians]. He suffers from
amnesia in The Son of Neptune. He is the boyfriend of Annabeth Chase. A year-old daughter of Athena.
Annabeth is highly intelligent and a gifted architect. A year-old daughter of Aphrodite. She can "charmspeak"
magically convince people to do what she says and is very beautiful. She carries a knife called Katropris
purportedly owned by Helen of Troy that shows her visions of the future. She begins dating Jason Grace son
of Jupiter during the series. A year-old son of Hephaestus who can control fire a very rare ability. He repaired
Festus Bronze dragon. He builds the Argo II. Leo begins dating Calypso in The Blood of Olympus after being
stranded on Ogygia earlier in the series. He is the only demigod who knew about both Camps before the war.
An old satyr, formerly a coach at the Wilderness School. Tyson is a cyclops, the half-brother of Percy Rachel
Elizabeth Dare: Rachel is not a demigod or a legacy; she is a regular mortal human who was born with the gift
to see through the Mist. She is the current Oracle of Delphi. Also Grover Underwood is gifted by the lord of
the wild, Pan. Romans[ edit ] Jason Grace: A year-old Roman son of Jupiter who can fly, control winds and
lightning, and create storms. He is a natural leader and was praetor before Hera took his memory and sent him
to Camp Half-Blood. A year-old daughter of Pluto. She originally lived in the s before dying to stop the rise of
Alcyoneus and later being revived by her half-brother Nico di Angelo. She can control precious metals and
stones, navigate underground, and manipulate the Mist. A year-old daughter of the Roman goddess of war,
Bellona. Reyna can lend her useful abilities like her courage, strength, and leadership ability to other
demigods. Octavian is power-hungry and seizes control of the camp after Reyna goes looking for the Athena
Parthenos. Inspirations and origins[ edit ] After realizing how many Greek and Roman myths he had left
untouched as well the immense success of the original series, Riordan began writing a second series, using
inspiration for his storyline from experiences that he and his children had while playing video and role-playing
games such as World of Warcraft and Scion. After creating the storyline, Riordan created three new main
charactersâ€”Jason, Piper, and Leoâ€”but continued to use the previous main characters such as Annabeth and
Grover as secondary characters. Although initially uncertain how fans would react, Riordan later found that
they enjoyed the new format, as it allowed them to learn more about each character. He pondered on how the
Roman aspect of the gods would be after moving from Greece to Rome to America. After a while, "playing
with that idea gave me the idea for the new series". The second installment, The Dark Prophecy , was released
on May 2, This new series, even though in the same genre as the Percy Jackson group, has fresh ideas, more
mystery and magic and keeps the reader engrossed from start to finish. Vicky Smith of Kirkus Reviews wrote,
"[there are] far too many pages of stretched-out action, telling not showing and awkward dialogue Unless
Riordan tightens things up considerably by number five, [readers] may find themselves hoping that it does not
end with a third Great Prophecy".
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With an ever-expanding cast of brave-hearted heroes and formidable foes, this second book in The Heroes of Olympus
series offers all of the action, pathos, and humor that Rick Riordan fans crave.

The Mark of Athena This article is written from a real world point of view. It was released on October 4th, , a
week earlier than originally planned. By the end of the book he says that readers would have a good idea
where the second book is going. On May 26, , Riordan released both the cover art and the first chapter of the
book confirming such speculation. Another excerpt that was read on a webcast event that aired on May 26, can
be found here. The cover has Percy Jackson on drift ice with a glacier in the background. Percy is holding a
Roman eagle standard, like those that the legions carried. After he had finished his description to Rocco,
Rocco stayed up all night and created the cover. Riordan then tweeted on May 15, , the manuscript is
completely finished, revised, and edited. All that was left was formatting and publishing. On August 8, , Rick
Riordan released a video giving more information about the book and its characters. The said video includes
pictures of a black haired boy with a bow and arrow in his hands Frank Zhang , a blonde haired boy holding a
teddy bear in one hand and a knife in the other Octavian , a girl with black hair sitting on a throne surrounded
by a gold dog-looking creature with red eyes on her left and a silver dog-looking creature on her right Reyna ,
and another girl riding a horse Hazel. Plot Percy Jackson has no recollection of his life so far, except for a
single name: Percy cannot remember killing Medusa, as he hardly remembers any of his past. June gives him a
choice: Percy chooses to carry her across the river, losing the Mark of Achilles as a result, making him
vulnerable once again. Reyna , a Camp Jupiter praetor. At the entrance to Camp Jupiter, Percy meets two new
demigods: Hazel Levesque and Frank Zhang. Together, they attack the Gorgons, who are eventually overtaken
by Percy in the first demonstration of his demigod abilities. Percy is taken to the camp, where he is introduced
to Reyna , the Praetor of the camp. Reyna seems to know something about who Percy is, but does not allow it
to show. The old woman, being carried to safety by Percy, reveals herself as the goddess Juno. Juno reveals to
the camp that Percy is a son of Neptune who has been slumbering for months. He is interviewed by Reyna,
who is curious as to why he cannot remember his past. He is interviewed by Octavian who after consulting the
auguries, allows Percy to join the legion. Nico arrives at Camp Jupiter to visit his sister, Hazel. Percy
recognises him but Nico acts as if he does not recognise Percy. When left alone, Nico reveals to Hazel he does
know Percy. Hazel has a flashback to her birthday of However, over time, news spread that the Jewels were
cursed. Marie calls Hazel a "poisoned child" leading Hazel to run down the stairs. She bumps into a man and
realises it is her father, Pluto. Pluto tells Hazel that a descendant of Neptune will wash away her curse. She
wonders if he is referring to Percy and returns to present day. During the Roman War Game , Percy impresses
everyone with his natural battle skills and instincts. Frank, Percy and Hazel. Frank requests that Hazel also
comes. Percy, Frank, and Hazel are to free Thanatos , the god of Death according to the "prophecy" Mars had
given them. The three demigods set out on the quest using the only ship in the Roman navy, the Pax. While
traveling, Percy struggles to retrieve his lost memory. Frank has a stick that is connected to his life so if the
stick were to ever completely burn, Frank would die. It is referred to as "the tree of life" by Thanatos when he
is explaining to Percy, Hazel, and Frank about how his chains can be broken. Frank is also told by gods and
people alike that he has "special talents," but does not know what they are and often thinks of Percy as better
than him because Percy has more experience, confidence, and skills. While speaking with Mars, his father, it
is revealed that the seven demigods of the prophecy each pull their own weight, and Frank needs to stop
comparing himself to Percy. Percy has a fatal flaw , personal loyalty, and Frank will need to make a decision
that Percy himself cannot make. When Frank asks Mars what his is, Mars says that he cannot tell him and that
he will need to discover his fatal flaw himself, and will, soon. Ella , the harpy. When traveling to Alaska , they
encounter Ella the harpy. She is intelligent, but Phineas , also a son of Neptune, wants to keep her captive.
Percy makes a deal with Phineas, betting on two vials of Gorgon Blood. One vial heals a person and the other
one is fatal. Percy suggests they each take one and that if Phineas wins, the Gorgon Blood will give him his
sight back, and if Percy wins, Phineas will grant them with information on where Thanatos is being held
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captive, by writing the place on a piece of paper. Phineas, thinking Gaea will protect him, accepts the gamble.
Phineas eventually loses and crumbles into dust. The demigods take Ella with them and Hazel realizes that
Ella may have read, and memorized, the Sibylline Books , books of prophecy about Rome. There Mars is
waiting for Frank so he can speak to him privately, to talk to him about his family gift and his duty. Mars
waves his hand and Frank falls asleep, to be woken by his grandmother. Frank hears Ella recite a prophecy
that seems to relate to their quest, but she does not finish it as the paper was burnt. Frank thinks he sees a large
black speck, a buzzard, flying from the second story window, which he thinks could be his grandma. Ella
refuses to go on the plane, so the trio leave her in the woods and Percy asks Tyson and Mrs. They land in
Anchorage and take a train to Seward, which is close to the Hubbard Glacier. Then the train is attacked by
gryphons and they hide under a Hyperborean giant. They continue to walk to Seward, but Percy gets trapped
in the boggy soil, muskeg, Hazel jumps in to try and save him, but Gaea sends Hazel a vision of what life
could have been like if she had not died, and the news that Nico had been captured. Suddenly, they are
attacked by more gryphons, but before they can fight them off, Hazel hears Arion, who allows them to get on
his back to go to the Hubbard Glacier. They reach Hubbard Glacier and find Thanatos. Hazel attacks
Alcyoneus , while Percy defends Frank from around a hundred shades. Percy summons a mini-hurricane while
attacking the shades and manages to retrieve the golden eagle , the pride of the Twelfth Legion. Frank
eventually frees Thanatos, and is torn between helping Percy or Hazel. Percy tells him to help Hazel, assuring
him that he will be okay. Frank then realizes his special gift, that he can literally shape-shift into anything. He
transforms first into an eagle and then into a grizzly bear and knocks the giant unconscious. Percy thrusts
Riptide into the ground making the ice around him start breaking. The icy Roman camp, shades, and Percy
Jackson fall over the edge of the glacier into the void as Frank and Hazel watch. Hazel has to inform him of
the task at hand. The giant wakes up and demands to know where he is. He is in a daze but quickly gets up and
charges at Frank. The giant is finally defeated by Hazel, and the two rush back to where Percy went over.
Percy is seen standing at the glacier, angry, but otherwise unharmed. When they approach him, Percy casually
greets them and Frank notes that he looked like they were just meeting up for lunch. Percy says that the fall
was nothing, and states that he fell twice as far off the St. First they gather all the lost weapons and armor
made of Imperial Gold in a chariot, knowing that the weapons could make a huge difference for the camp if
they get back in time. Then they mount Arion and race back to Camp Jupiter arriving there in four hours.
Percy fully regains his memory during the four hour journey back to Camp Jupiter, but when they return, they
see that the Camp is under attack. Percy takes charge and leads the Romans into battle, with the help of his old
friends, Tyson and Mrs. They also bring Ella with them after finding her, and she and Tyson seem to like each
other. Percy then challenges the giant Polybotes to a duel and the rest of the camp form a circle around the
two. Percy calls to Terminus , the god of borders, to help him defeat the giant as giants can only be defeated
by demigods and gods working together. Percy collapses from exhaustion later that night, and is confronted by
Hera in a dream. She calls him "a loose cannon", but says that he is valuable because he is the glue that will
unite the Greeks and the Romans. Percy swears on his life that the Argo II will be harmless and Octavian
makes it clear for everyone; either they behave or Percy, along with the Greeks, would be killed. Percy puts
one arm around Frank and one arm around Hazel and tells them he wants to introduce them to his other
family. Chapter List There are no chapter titles. Each chapter has a name of one of the main characters and is
written in Roman Numerals. There are 52 chapters going alternately in the order of Percy, Hazel then Frank.
Each characters gets four chapters before it shifts to another character. Mars gave them an informal prophecy,
which is more like instructions rather than a guide, written by Mars himself on paper and his
grenade-turned-ballpen: Find Thanatos and free him. Come back by sundown on June twenty-fourth or die.
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The quest takes them from the "other" camp for half-bloods to the land beyond the gods and moves them one step
closer to fulfilling the Prophecy of Seven.

Buy Now Percy has no memory. Hazel is supposed to be dead. Frank is a klutz. With heroes like these, what
could possibly go wrong? After days killing the same gorgons over and over, he spies the entrance to a place
of safety. But before he can reach it, an old hag calls to him. She gives him a choice: Percy has no recollection
of who he is and where he came from. He scoops her up and charges toward the entrance, which is flanked by
two Roman guards. They yell at him to hurry becauseâ€”oh, good, the gorgons are back. With the guards
taking potshots at the gorgons with arrows, Percy makes it through the tunnel. He summons giant hands of
water that force the gorgons below the surface, where they disintegrate to dust. Their leader, a fierce-looking
girl named Reyna, steps forward. She calls him a son of Neptune, god of the sea, and orders him to come with
her. She needs to decide whether he is an ally. That strikes him a little extreme. Take the two guards, Frank
and Hazel, for instance. They snap to like well-trained soldiers. The campgrounds are laid out like a military
base. The campers play war games for fun. To Percy, it seems wrong. Hazel Levesque knows all about not
belonging. Frank Zhang is the only camper who accepts her despite who she is. Frank Zhang has his own
heavy secret, but he tries not to think about it. Instead he works at becoming a better warrior. That changes
when Percy joins them for his first war games. After months of losses, the Fifth suddenly beats the other
cohortsâ€”with Frank leading the charge. That victory earns him the recognition of his godly parent, the war
god Mars. He must take Percy Jackson with him. Their mission is to free Thanatos, the god of peaceful death,
who has been imprisoned somewhere in Alaska. If he remains in chains, the Doors of Death will be opened,
and the dead will return from the Underworld. They will join forces with the one who opened the doors: Gaea,
the primordial goddess of the earth and mother of the Titans and the giants. Gaea has been sleeping for
millennia. But now she is stirring. Her power has already been felt; it was she who ordered the giants to
capture Hera. If she awakes fully, she will gather her children and the army of the dead and destroy the world.
Books in the series.
7: The Son of Neptune: Books | eBay
Rick Riordan is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Percy Jackson and the Olympians series, the Kane
Chronicles, the Heroes of Olympus, and Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard.

8: Heroes of Olympus: The Son of Neptune by Rick Riordan on Apple Books
The Son of Neptune is a fantasy-adventure novel written by American author Rick Riordan, based on Greek and Roman
mythology. It is the second book in The Heroes of Olympus series, preceded by The Lost Hero and followed by The
Mark of Athena.

9: The Son of Neptune - Wikipedia
Percy is back! And on a quest with Roman demigods. Read Common Sense Media's The Son of Neptune: The Heroes
of Olympus, Book 2 review, age rating, and parents guide.
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